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Constructing the Card:
Card Base
-The base is a standard A2 card (4.25" x 5.5") in Basic Gray.
-The mat is cut to 4" x 5.25" using a scrap from my Year of Cheer DSP. I love the retro vibe of this
print and it works perfectly with the bold font on the acetate card. I adhered this using Fast Fuse.
Shaker Element
-Cut a piece of whisper white cardstock to 3"x4" to match the size of the acetate card.
-I used the foam adhesive strips on all sides of the whisper white piece.
-I placed some silver stampin' glitter and some metallic sequins in iridescent and silver onto the
Whisper White piece, being careful to keep them in the center so they would not stick to the foam
when I attached the acetate card.
-I adhered the acetate panel to the top of the white piece making sure to line up the pieces so the
sequins and glitter would be sealed in and not spill out. The foam is the right thickness to make
the shaker work perfectly!
-I made a frame to for the acetate panel using basic gray cardstock. The outside measurements of
the frame are 3 1/8" x 4 1/8". The inside of the frame is 2 1/8" tall by 3 3/8" wide. This makes the
top and bottom edges of frame a tad wider than the sides. I used the measurements on the
Stampin' trimmer to cut out the inside. I love that the guide has measurements that allow me to do
this so quickly!
-The frame needed an extra something so I cut two strips of Champagne foil strip measuring 1/8" x
4 1/8". I attached the strips using the fine-tip glue pen centering each strip on the top and bottom
edges of the frame. The foil strips complement the silver borders of the acetate card tying
everything together.
-I used Fast Fuse to attach the shaker element to the card base. I just love how this turned out!
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Christmas Cheer Card

• Merry Little Christmas Memories & More Card Pack* - 144638
Price: $10.00
• Basic Gray 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 121044
Price: $8.00
• Year Of Cheer Specialty Designer Series Paper* - 144640
Price: $13.00
• Fast Fuse Adhesive - 129026
Price: $10.00
• Whisper White 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 100730
Price: $9.00
• Foam Adhesive Strips - 141825
Price: $8.00
• Metallics Sequin Assortment - 144214
Price: $5.00
• Silver Stampin' Glitter - 133756
Price: $4.00
• Champagne Foil Sheets - 144748
Price: $4.00
• Fine-Tip Glue Pen - 138309
Price: $7.00
• Stampin' Trimmer - 126889
Price: $30.00
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